Mechanisms of increased mitochondria-dependent necrosis in Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome platelets.
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome is associated with thrombocytopenia of unclear origin. We investigated real-time cytosolic calcium dynamics, mitochondrial membrane potential and PS exposure in single fibrinogen-bound platelets using confocal microscopy. The Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome platelets had higher resting calcium levels, more frequent spikes, and their mitochondria more frequently lost membrane potential followed by the PS exposure (in 22.9% of platelets vs 3.9% in controls, P<0.001) after the collapse of the last mitochondria. This phenomenon was inhibited by mitochondrial permeability transition pore inhibitor cyclosporin A, as well by xestospongin C and lack of extracellular calcium. Thapsigargin by itself caused accelerated cell death in the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome platelets. The number of mitochondria was predictive for PS exposure: 33% of platelets from Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome patients with less than 5 mitochondria exposed PS, while only 12% did among those who had 5 and more. Interestingly, healthy donor platelets with fewer mitochondria also more readily became procoagulant upon PAR1/PAR4 stimulation. Collapse of single mitochondria led to greater cytosolic calcium increase in Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome platelets if they had 1-3 mitochondria compared with platelets containing higher numbers. Computer systems biology model of platelet calcium homeostasis showed that smaller platelets with fewer mitochondria could have impaired calcium homeostasis due to higher surface-to-volume ratio and greater metabolic load, respectively. There was correlation (C=0.81,p<0.02) between the mean platelet size and platelet count in the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome patients. We conclude that Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome platelets readily expose PS via mitochondria-dependent necrotic mechanism caused by their smaller size, which could contribute to the development of thrombocytopenia.